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 Many traffic situations require drivers to cross or merge 
into a stream having higher priority
 For example:
 roundabout entry
 crossing a major road from a side street
 motorway merge lane
 gap acceptance theory enables us to model such processes 
to analyse traffic operation
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 Imagine observing headways from a roadside observation 
point
 e.g. driver’s view from side street looking at traffic stream going 
past on the major road
 If a driver wanted to turn left onto major road why would 
they be interested in these headways?
 Because they need to find a suitable gap (major stream headway) to 
merge into
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Gap Acceptance Theory Assumptions
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 driver assesses gaps (major stream headways) exposed to 
them
 driver has a “critical gap”, tc which is the smallest sized gap 
they will accept to merge into
 It is difficult to measure exactly their critical gap
 We know that it lies somewhere between the largest gap they 
reject, and the gap they accept
 Statistical techniques e.g. Maximum Likelihood Method, Troutbeck 
(1992) or numerical techniques e.g. Bunker 1996 can be used to 
estimate population tc from sample data
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Critical Gap Estimation By
Numerical Highest Likelihood Search
 The following presents a numerical technique for 
estimating critical gap that is well suited to modern 
analysis tools such as spreadsheets
 By example, it considers a sample of 25 minor stream 
drivers crossing a conflicting major stream
 Synthesised data is used for illustration
 For each of the 25 drivers, the following were observed:
 Their largest rejected gap
 Which may be 0s if no gap was rejected and they merged upon 
reaching the front of the queue
 Their accepted gap
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Relevant Gaps Experienced by Drivers in 
Sample
6
Driver largest rejected gap (s) accepted gap (s)
1 0 17.5
2 4.5 16.3
3 0 6.2
4 2.2 5.3
5 4.7 5.9
6 3.8 5.1
7 5.3 15.2
8 2.1 4.8
9 4.7 5.4
10 4.3 6.8
11 0 4.9
12 2.4 5.2
13 3.6 7.5
14 4.5 5.4
15 1.8 7.2
16 3.9 4.8
17 4.7 6.2
18 4.5 10.5
19 2.2 5.3
20 0 9.6
21 4.3 5.2
22 3.2 5.7
23 2.7 8.4
24 4.8 5.9
25 1.9 5.1
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Driver’s Likely Critical Gap Range
 Each observed driver has a likely critical gap range, which 
lies between the largest gap they reject and the gap they 
accept
 As we have no further knowledge of each driver’s 
behaviour, there is an even chance of their critical gap 
being any value within this range
 The following chart illustrates the likely critical gap range 
of each observed driver
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Likely Critical Gap Range By Driver
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Numerical Highest Likelihood Critical 
Gap Search
 The previous chart illustrates that:
 most drivers’ largest rejected gaps lie in a lower bound, below 
about 5s
 most drivers’ accepted gaps lie in an upper bound, above about 
5s
 This is a good indicator that an assumed sample critical 
gap of around 5s is within the likely critical gap range for 
most drivers, and therefore ought to be the highest 
likelihood critical gap of the sample
 A numerical search is needed to investigate further
 The following chart illustrates the frequency of gap sizes, 
to 0.1s bins, lying within drivers’ likely critical gap ranges
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Numerical Highest Likelihood Critical 
Gap Search
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Numerical Highest Likelihood Critical 
Gap Search
 From the previous chart, of all possible sample critical 
gaps considered, the highest likely values were 4.8s, 4.9s 
and 5.0s, each being within the critical gap ranges of 21 
out of 25 drivers (or 84% of the sample)
 This hones in on a numerical search band between 4.8s 
and 5.0s
 The following chart illustrates the drivers’ critical gap 
ranges along with this search band
 Within this band, the estimate of sample critical gap can 
be fine-tuned statistically
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Critical Gap Estimation By
Numerical Highest Likelihood Search
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Numerical Highest Likelihood Critical 
Gap Search: Statistical Fine Tuning
 We can estimate sample critical gap 
within highest likelihood search band 
by e.g. minimising root mean square 
of outliers over whole sample of 25 
drivers:
 Driver 7 max rejected gap = 5.3s
 Driver 8 accepted gap = 4.8s
 Driver 16 accepted gap = 4.8s
 Driver 11 accepted gap = 4.9s
 (for all other drivers, error = 0s 
anywhere within search band)
 From adjacent table, Highest 
Likelihood Sample Critical Gap = 4.9s
 RMS error of 0.035s in outliers 
indicates a reputable search result
Likelihood
Critical 
Gap (s)
Outlier 
Drivers
RMS Error 
(s)
4.8 7, 8, 16 0.100
4.85 7, 8, 16 0.092
4.9 7, 8, 16, 11 0.035
4.95 7, 8, 16, 11 0.082
5.0 7, 8, 16, 11 0.085
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Conclusions
 This discussion demonstrated that numerical search fine tuned by 
statistical analysis can be used to determine the most likely critical 
gap of a sample of drivers, based on two items of data for each 
driver:
 Their largest rejected gap
 Their accepted gap
 This method shares some common features with earlier statistical 
techniques such as MLE (Troutbeck 1992, Miller 1971) but lends 
itself well to contemporary analysis tools such as spreadsheet and is 
particularly analytically transparent
 This method is considered not to bias estimation of critical gap due 
to very small rejected gaps (as small as 0s) or very large accepted 
gaps (e.g. occurring light traffic flow)
 however, it requires a sufficiently large sample that there is 
reasonable representation of largest rejected gap/accepted gap pairs 
within a fairly narrow highest likelihood search band
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